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Abstract
The possibility of DNA detection using electrodes modified with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) was
studied. CNTs facilitate the electrochemical oxidation of DNA guanine nucleotide, which allows
direct detection of DNA on a modified electrode. Electrochemical properties of DNA depend on
its  secondary  structure  and  molecular  weight.  Denaturation  of  native  DNA  improves  the
adsorption of biopolymer on CNTs and results in an increase in DNA oxidation current on the
modified electrode. A similar effect is observed after ultrasonic shearing of DNA or its treatment
with Fenton's reagent due to the fragmentation of biopolymer. Our results demonstrate the
feasibility  of  biosensors  based  on  CNT-modified  electrodes  for  the  direct  detection  and
characterization of DNA and DNA damaging factors. © 2009 Pleiades Publishing, Ltd.
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